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foreword 

A s we approach the close of the twentieth 
century we are confronted with an 
~ncreasingly competitive and complex 

marketplace. Market requirements are changing, and 
the competition is experimenting on the Internet with 
new pricing modeis. Therefore, it is important that we 
bundle our strengths on a worldwide scale and 
collaborate more strongly not only within Elsevier 
Science but also within Reed Elsevier. We, at Elsevier 
Science, have a lot of valuable expertise and 
knowledge in-house, and by combining all our efforts 
this will allow us to create more business 
opportunities, to further improve our effectivity and 
efficienj, increase our market penetration, and 
broaden the content of our products. This, in turn, 
must reinforce our market position and also facilitate 
the transition of our products into the electronic eta. 

An example of a collaborative effort that involves 
many of your colleagues in all our companies is the 
global Business Plans, which I mentioned in my I 
Chairman's Letter of rune 20. These plans are now in 
the process of being finalised for the publishing, IT, 
marketing, production, and finance functions. ES 
managers were briefed on the status of these plans and other 
developments within the organization at the Strategy Meeting held in 
September. You will find a summary of the Strategy Meeting programme 
in this issue. 

Continuing on the theme of increased collaboration, 1 am very glad to 
welcome the Reed Elsevier Medical Croup (REMC) to Elsevier Science. 
This transfer is mutually interesting for both parties. The Medical Croup's 
wide-ranging publishing programme and specific knowledge in the 
pharmaceutical and medical fields clearly complemehts the Elsevier 
Science profile. The areas of marketing, production, and infrastructure 
offer ample opportunities for exchanging knowledge and experience 
between our groups to make our market approach more effective. More 
information on the REMG companies, their key people, and their activities 1 
can be found in this issue's cover story. 

An important illustration of collaboration within Reed Elsevier is the 
formation of e project team that, together with LEXIS-NEXIS, will 
stipulate the terms and possibilities for collaboration between the ~ W Q  
companies, initially in the field of Life Sciences. It is important for 
Elsevier Science to make use of the facilities for online services provided I 
by the LEXIS-NEXIS technological infrastructure. 

More forms of collaboration will follow. In the meantime, have a 
joyous holiday season, and I am looking forward to our continued 
collaboration in 1996! D 

Herma 
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Mutation Research Award 
n June 1995 an annual award spon- 
sored by the journal Mutation 
Research was presented to Dr. H. John 

Evans for longstanding services to 
the field of mutation research. Dr. 
Evans, receqtly retired as director 
of the Medical Research Council's 
(MRC) Human Genetics Unit in 
Edinbufgh, accepted the engraved 
sihrer medal and a cheque for 
5,000 guilders from Dr. John Parry 

at the 25th European Environmental 
Mutagen Society meeting (EEMS) held 

in NmrdNijkerhout, The Netherlands. 
The award recipient then presented a lecture 

on his main subject of interest, "Mutation and 
Mutagenesis in Inherited and Acquired Human Disease." An article based on 
this lecture will be published in Mutarion Research shortb. 

later that week in conversaton, Dr. Evans joked that the cheque disap- 
! peared into hh wife's bank account, but that the medal remains on display in 

its presentation box in his study. 
The 1!4?5 Mutarion R d  Awmd was &led the 1st Frits Sobels EEMS 

in memory of of&.%sor FdA.xds, founder af bath the journal, Mutatiw 
me, and the Eurqean En-n@l Mutagen Society. He died in 1992 
wrhilst still editor-ikchii of Mutation Reseanh. The family of Professor Sobels 
was in the wdhce to witwitness the award ceremony. 

.From 1996, the conditions of the Mutation Resea~h Award will be modi- 
f i  and opened up to nominations from all Environmental Mutagen Societies 
with the aiteribn that each candidate has made a recent, significant contri- 

M t i o n  to the field of mutation research. The Award will be presented at the 
'hnual meeting of the nominating Society, where the winner will present a 

Pernrre based an the work that eamed himher the nomination. I 
Tlrra OwMngton 

T he typical Elsevier journal article is increasingly submitted both on disk 
and on paper. However, in the age of networked communications it is 

clear that more modem systems such as the lnternet could be employed for 
the submission of manuscripts. These ideas are being experimented with 
within the company on an ad hoc basis. To address this issue and to gain a 
better understanding of how to manage the usage of the lnternet in the edi- 
torial process, a working group was formed at Elsevier Science Ltd. in Oxford 
consisting of Henri van Dowen, Toby Green, Peter Lister, Sebastian Rahtz, and 
Tony Treadwell. 

Some of the questions being considered in this working group are: 

How can authors be encouraged to submit their papers by email? 
How can referees be encouraged to review papers by e-mail? 
How can File Transfer Protocol (FP) be utilized so that not only text 
but graphics can be sent as well? 
What are the costs and benefits? 

In May 1995 the working group 
handed in a report to management. 
Some of the recommendations they 
came up with include: making the 
production staff more familiar with 
the Internet, introducing e-mail 
addresses for all journals, and 
expanding and structuring the ES 
HomePage to allow for direct submis- 
sion of articles. 

At the moment some of these 
recommendations aw being imple- 
mented, but there is still a lot to be 
considered. For instance, security 
issues will have to be addressed. 
Furthermore, it is important to under- 
stand the attitudes towards e-mail/ 
FP-submission that authors, editors, 
and referees have in the variius sub- 
ject areas. It is also not dear what 
the financial implications will be, 
especially with regard to new com- 
puter systems. 

The working group is tackling 
these issues, and it will take some 
time before they can come up with 
more final recommendations. 
Howewer, it is clear that in the near 
future the way in which new articles 
are submitted will change 
drastically. B 
Michiel Nijenhuis 

Quoi de Neuf, 
Lausanne? 
(Whatb new, Laamnne?) 

T he Lausanne office (ESSA) has 
installed a Lausanne Homepage 

on the Elsevier Infoserver. This home 
page features specific factual infor- 
mation about all the journal prod- 
ucts published from Lausanne and is 
primarily targeted at sales people. 
The information is also meant to 
provide the Trade Relations 
Department staff with the "ammuni- 
tion" they need in their sales talks. 
In addition, the Lausanne Homepage 
contains information on current 
awareness services, fact sheets, and 
contact persons. The homepage will 
be updated at kast twkce monthly. 

The ESSA office invites ES col- 
leagues operating in the same fields 
(Chemistry, Materials Science, and 
Engineering) and other ES staff to 
view their new homepage and find 
out what's going on in Lausannel 
The address is: 
h'ttp://infosenrer.eIsevier.nvlaumne. html 
For further information, please con- 
tact Hans Kort, head of Marketing, 
ESSA at +41 21 320 7381. 



Company Information 
Environmental 

Effectively communicating with librarians, editors, and vendors requires a variety of methods - Tbxicology and 
direct mail, World Wide Web, space ads, and advertorials. Now Elsevier Science has added two pharmacology 
new publications to reach its global audience. 

Ekevier Corporate Brochure 
Science The Elsevier Science corporate brochure was published in 

rmion July 1995. The brochure was prepared as a general infor- 

mation piece for use in outside communications with 

authors, editors, librarians, societies, and vendors. A 

sophisticated four-color presentation, the brochure out- 

Elsevier Science lines in a broad way how Elsevier Science fulfills its mis- 

sion of facilitating the exchange of information across 

Newsletter about the multinational and multidisciplinary community of 

Developments at science. 
Highlighting the various media in which Elsevier 

,995, itself in its first issue as man 
the prestige of our print publications such as Biochimica 

irregular publication which provides updates on develop- et Biophysics Acta, Tetrahedron, and Nuclear physio as 

ments in the rapidly changing electronic arena for well as the excellence of our books, book series, and ref- 

e&rs, librarians, and providing an ongoing erence works. The use of new technologies to enhance 

resource for updating infornation on the new technolo- and Present information as demonfirated by such prod- 

g*s, services, and elmonic of all ES locations, ucts as Immunology Today Online and Elsevier Science's 

the new publication will be distributed to more than Web site is also emphasized. erous official Boards, and act as 

Quantities of this brochure have been shipped to ultants to chemical industries. 
12,000 individuals worldwide. Indicative of the global 

market we serve, the Tokyo office is providing a Japanese each of the local 

translation for those readers as well. Elsevier Science 

offices. Please con- Brian CoxIESL and John TagkrESI are editing the 

newsletter plus soliciting information and articles from ES tact local manage- 

editorial and marketing staff involved with both products 

and services. The Corporate Marketing Committee aas ntal Toxicology and 
as a review board for the publication. 

Look for forthcoming issues to contain information 

on ESTOC, Contents Alert and Contents Direct, 

Tetrahedron Alert, and other emerging electronic prod- 

ucts. If you have suggestions or have a particular product mental Toxicology and 
which you feel is appropriate to this publication, either 

editor will be pleased to hear from you. Please contact 

John TaglerESI gel: +l 212 989 5800) or Brian Cox/ESL 

(+44 1865-843 848) for further information. 



1 bulletin board 

Most  Cited Journal 
Applied Catalysis B: Environmental 

R ecently published impact factors have indicated that the journal Applied 
Catalysis B: Environmental has received the highest impact factor of ALL 

PRIMARY (non-review) chemistry journals. 
The first impact factor of the Applied Catalysis B: Environmental journal 

was published in 1993 when it scored a value of 2.200. The 1994 impact 
figures, made known by the SCI Science Citations Journal Reports in 
September, showed an increased value for the Applied Catalysis B journal to 
an impact factor of 6.319. Interestingly enough, this value is at the same level 
as the impact factor of one of the most prestigious chemistry journals, 
Angewandte Chemie: A Journal of  rhe Gesellschaft Deubcher Chemiker 
(International Edition). 

In 1992, Applied Catalysis B: Environmental started out as a section of 
the then Applied Catalysis journal. At that time Applied Catalysis split into 
WO sections which today are called Applied Catalysis A: General and Applied 
Ca@l 'B :  Environmental. Up till 1993 only one volume of Applied Catalysis 

B was published annually. Currently, two 
volumes are published per year.  his jour- 
nal shows great potential for further 
expansion due to the extreme popularity 
of its subject matter. 

Until now the same team of editors 
was responsible for both sections of 
Applied Catalysis A & B. In 19% a new 
separate team of editors will be responsi- 
ble for running Applied Catalysis B. The 
editors are: 

R.J. Farrauto (Iselin, NJ, USA) 
M. lwamoto (Sapporo, Japan) 
M. Primet (Villeurbanne, France) 

For more information, please contact 
Kostas I. Marinakis, ESBV at Tel: +31 20 
485-2767 and Fax: +31 20 485-2845. 

Internet Address Confusion? 

C onfused about which lnternet address to use? You are probably not the 
only one. Here's the scoop from the Technology Infrastructure 

Department, ESBV. 
Elsevier Science publishes its WWW homepages on the lnternet using ES 

sources in the U n W  States (w.elsevier.com) and in The Netherlands 
(w.elsevier.nl), as well as an external source (CERFnet) on the West Coast 
of the United States. To access these homepages from inside Elsevier Science, 
by way of the best performing access path, the following rule of thumb 
applies: 

www.elrevler.com : Canada, North America, South America, 
Southeast Asia, Pacific Rim 

www.elsevier.nl : rest of the world 

The world changes fast, as do the networks covering it. Thus, the above 
ako will change accordingly. For user convenience, a LOCATE-algorithm has 
been added to the W implementations within Elsevier Science, so that the 
customer is automatically diverted to the fastest performing WWW service 
from a networking point of view. Happy Surfing1 L 
Adriaan den Braber, ESBV 

CDHROM Network 

s ince the beginning of July 1995 the Business Information Centre (BIC) 
staff in Amsterdam have actively promoted the use of their CD-ROM net- 

work. Via this network CDs may be searched from peoples' own computer 
terminals. "It's like a CD jukebox," explains BIC manager Valerie Ainscough. 
"Anyone hooked into our network can consult any CD they need and that 
CD can be viewed by several people at the same time." 

Due to the demonstrations conducted by the BIC, use of the CD-ROMs by 
ESBV has risen from 300 times per month in June 1994 to 1200 times in 
October 1995. Quite an increase1 More detailed training courses about 
searching the CDs will begin shortly. Please contact Valerie Ainscough or Bella 
Goossens at +31 20 485-2871/2864 for further information. W 

Scratch My Polymer ~ta~.. 
,*- *=*1] 
+ A .  - .-CL 

T he former Reactive polymers journal has a new name and a new look! 
The new name, Reactive and Functional Polymers, was decided upon 

because it fit more with the scope of the journal today which specializes in all 
aspects of functional polymers and is the only journal to close the gap 
between polymer synthesis and organic synthesis. Though, the big question 
was how to get the Polymer scientists to notice that there was a change so 
that the new name and new cover would be recognized! 

That was the problem set in front of ESBV marketing communications 
manager Carla Stokman. She didn't want this new information to immediate- 
ly end up in the wastebasket. She needed something that would hold the 
attention of the recipient just long enough to get the message across. 
Something irresistible - a "scratch card" and the possibility of winning a free 
subscription. A winning combination. 

The idea came to Stokman when she received a couple of Dutch lottery 
scratch tickets as a gift. "Nobody can resist scratching these cards. This they 
won't throw away, and it will make an impression." 

The scratch card and a sales letter were mailed out in November to 
13,000 polymer specialists around the world. The idea is to get the scientists 
to talk among themselves about this change in the journal which will then, 
hopefully, lead to more subscriptions. 

For further information about this new promotional tool andtor the 
Reactive and Functional Polymers journal, please contact the ESBV Marketing 
Department at Tel: +31 20 485-2821 or Fax: +31 20 485-2886. m 
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0 n Friday, 29 Septe Illant 15-minute 1 
ES Amsterdam office put on mini-theatre performances (if You (I-r) ESJ managing director Ryoji Fukada and lames Kels are 

an extravaganza! This grand find a ticket) and Swiss entertained as former ESBV publisher Tilly Sijpesteijn answers a 
event was initiated by former ES sine in  the Lausanne area. I was question by Koos 
chairman, James Kels, who ooen- fortunate enouqh to  be qiven a 
ly remarked in his interview in ticket to  "The Minimal M-usical" 
the April 1995 issue of ES World, which was a short musical history 
"They have asked me what I of elsevier Science using a med- 
wanted to do now that I'm retir- ley from "Porgy and Bess." For t 5  
ing, and I told them I want to  minutes I was thoroughly enter- 
throw another party for every- t a h d  by great singing and lyrics 
one ..." Did he sayfARTY? That and a very creative story. 
one word is all some employees Apparently, all the shows had 
needed to  get the ball rolling in rave reviews ... such talent iri our 
the right direction. midst. Even the Uarketing 

Soon afterwards ESBV Communications Bepartmen* let " 
it all hang out lp a Rap number 

asking "Have you read that bmugM the houw down. 
of ESW 10117" With this Meanwhile in theTokyo area 

promotional stunt the halls there was a hraoke bar where 
Overmolen and Molenwerf ybu could liva Eaut your rock star 
to  buzz about the impend- dreams, and far those who were 

in a more im&#wr patient mood, 
d you could sawr wshi delicacies 

while watching an artist write 
names on a grain of rice. His , f  

teased us with clues t o  the "max" was five names to  **e " 

upcoming event. Phrases and b n  intriguing feat! 
I f  your eyes were smi 

everyone else.toozm Though, 
some took no heed and rallied t 
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globally, 

corporately, and 

electronically is 

the direction in 

which Elsevier 

Science is 

moving. One part 

of that link 

strategy is the 

(re)in tegra tion of 

sections of the 

Reed Elsevier 

Medical group 

(REMG) into 

Elsevier Science 

l Esw-mk 

n 1 October 1995 various independent companies of thl 
former Reed Elsevier Medical Group were officially 
integrated into both Elsevier Science and Misset. This was a 

strategic decision made by the Executive Committee of Reed Elsevier. 
The REMG companies now under Elsevier Science's umbrella consist 

of the Excerpta Medica Communications (EMC), The Lancet, Springhouse 
Corporation, and Editions Scientifiques et MBdicales Elsevier (ESME). 
ESNL managing director Frans Visscher comments on the advantages of 
this integration, "The addition of the REMG products and their marketing 
infrastructure in the area of Life Sciences will provide an opportunity for 
further product development as well as an increased penetration into, for 
instance, the pharmaceutical market." 

This transaction was based on the obvious strategic links between the 
activities of Excerpta Medica Communications, The Lancet, and 
Springhouse and those of Elsevier Science. The Excerpta Medica 
Communications companies have the evident connections with, for 
example, ES's Excerpta Medica database, EMBASE, and the abstracts 
journals. The Lancet as a successful leading medical journal and 
Springhouse's focus on health care, primarily in the nursing field, are 

! 
clearly in the "right company," ESME, a former member of the ES group, 
has also returned to Elsevier Science as part of this strategic move having 
gained in the meantime the prestigious Encyclopidie MUico-Chirurgicale . 
ESME offers international medical journals in English and clinical iour- 
nals in French which have been a stepping stone for French scientific- 
sponsored proiects. 

Visscher further observes that "The trick of the game will be to fully 
utilize the possibilities for synergy while respecting the requirements and 
advantages of a separate identity for the former REMG companies." Below 
we will briefly look at each company and what they and Elsevier Science 
bring to each other. 



Nigel  Johnson, 
EMC managing 
director 

' r  edica 
Communications 

I unications (EMC) companies, which split 
a special Excerpta Media wor4dwide commu- 

OS, has now returned to the ES group. They 

one of the chief sources of up-to-date medical knowledge worl 
The Lancet's goal is to advance or illuminate medical science Wid prac- 

tice and, according to The L a n ~ t  managing director David Gilbertson, the 

explore between The Lancet and the Life Science journals within 

conference and exhibition activities." 
Today The Lancet has a worldwide paid circulation of 40,000, reaching 

physicians and institutions in more than 170 countries each week. With 9 
its high standards for quality and rigorous internal and external peer 
review and various editing stages, The Lancet 
10% of all papers received. Editorial contributions to the journa 
from Europe (M%), the US (40% and from the rest of the worl 

Though published in the London offlce, 
and editorial office in the New York ESI building. The journal is printed 

-.~ltaneously in the UK and US and has a total working staff of 50 

e Lancet is a superb asset to the company," Gilbertson 
here are also important difference 
is a more general journal and the 
hly specialized. 'We are not compe 

S," continues Gilbertson. 'While much of Elsevier science% 

from the personal market, selling to individual 

same time we must also preserve The Land's distinct identity." 
Future goals include a numbr of electronic publishing initi 

'The Challenge of The 
Ekmentfas," in 
Edinburgh. Scotland 
&W 25-24 April 1996. 

L The first two events, 
'The Challenge of 
B p s t  Cancer" and "The 
&allem@ of 
bbefculasls" were bath 

, @at  successes attract- 
tng specialists and 
Mers from across the 
mtld.. 
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Springhwse is t8b major pub. 
lislrer of nursing t k r e n c e  
products and addi t iosl  mate- 
rials for nursing s tudebs and F 
instructors in the u n i t 5  Jprhghouse pmsident 
States. They have gain Kevin Hurley 

ness, and visual appeal. 
d Communications, Inc.. Springhouse 

~orporation chan in 1981 when they moved their offices to  
Springhouse, Pennsy eir main strategic focus was, and still is, on 
the health care field. they continued to grow and learn by inves- 
tigating other oppott the market, e.g., book publishing, nursing 
equipment, consumer hagazines, and office systems. Some ventures 
were successful, o t h d  not. Today, Springhouse is a company with over 
250 employees. MBSTO~ them work a t  the Springhouse headquarters with 

id people spread around the counrry. 4 
e's long list of journals include Nursing95, Naning 

Mawgemenf, The Nurse Practitioner, Advances in WO& Care, Th Physician 

and product buyers which currentty exceeds I .  1 million undup ' ated b 
names. They regularly conduct research projects to ensure ed& focus 4 
on readers' needs and keep a sharp eye on future development 
@es of other products for nurses and health care professionals. 
1 

"Our new relationship with Elsevier Science provides many exciting 
opportunities for Springhouse," comments Springhouse president Kevin \ 
Hurley. T h e  strengths of our two companies a n  be mutually beneficial, 
and we are eager t o  begin exploring cooperative ventures." 

Scientifiques et 

The Paris office of Elsevier §cimce originally opened up shop in 1984 at 
the request of the famous Institute Pasteur which wanted Elsevier to pub- 
lish their journals. More than ten years later that same office has now 
grown into a company with 45 titles, the Ieadiw medical encyclopedia, 
and 125 employees. Editions Scientifiques e t  Maicales Elmder (ESME), 
their official name since 1 lune 1995, combines the activities of Editions 
Scientifiques Elsevier, the Elsevier Science initiative of 1984, and 
Encyclo&die Mbdico-Chimrgicale, the medical division of Editions 
Techniques bought by Reed Elsevier in luly 1993. ESME, which presently 
publishes nearly a quarter of the scientificand medical publications in 
France, has now returned into the Elmvier Science fold. 

In general the benefits of this merge are clear to ESME. "We will 

again be a true member of the ES family and this will help us in the use 
of the group possibilities for promotion and marketing facilities 
worldwide." explains ESME dtrecteur gdn8ral Alain Devanlay. "It will allow 
us to  make a more thorough penetration into the Latin American and 
other Latin-speaking international markets." 

The ESME office has two main divisions: Encyclop6die Mddico- 
Chirurgicale and Publications Elsevier. Encyclopedic Mbdico-Chinrrgicale 
is the name of the division a well as the publication itself. A leading 
product in its field and found on the shelves of most Latin doctors, the 
Encyclop6die MUico-CfiirurJmk is a superb, crutsized, and comprehensive 

spin-off publications 
in the biotechnology 
field which are sold 
by subscription and 
at local newsstands. 
The well known 
Biofutur Is written 
by in-house journal- 

ESME's publishing 
profile ranges from 
a STM (Scientific, 

Medical) program t o  
professional press 



It's Strategy Ti' 

xrategy Mesting Committee memPers - (top row, I-r) Hans Roosendaal, 
Nicolien van der Linden, Dominic Vaughan; (bottom mw, I-r) Kamn 
Hunter. Eefke k n i t  Robert Neeleman, Helen Wade 



electronic events  

bier Electronic 

Subscriptions project is taking a 

pioneering step into the electronic 

tolearn howthe 

are progressing on this 

project and one of the 

kind in the publishing 

E lsevier Electronic 
Subscriptions (EES - not ideas of copyright and 
to be confused with subscriptions fees in their present 

Elsevier Editorial Services at 
Mayleld House. Oxford) is a bold 
and unprecedented step into the 
dwronic future. For the first time 
$1 1206 Elsevier journals will be 
avallble in electronic b r m  to a 
select group of ddemic, corpo- 
rate, and r--- 
"A project 
d its k i d  

sent institutions. 
pis scale is the first 

nin the publishing 
essa Roland DieU, 

E Mce president. 
mating the lessons 

A ludhw ich nine universi- 
,,-$xt electronic 

P II r ,  material science 
o determine the technical 

rements of electronic storage .,., ,etrieval systems, EES is the 
wal beginning of commercial dis- 
tribution of journals in electronic /I 
form. "Scaling up from 43 to 1200 
iovmais is trierina new 

r us and the cus- 

ng and 
electronic 
or ehaltenge. 
paper to 
e traditional 

12 

form are no longer sufficient. 
License Frmulas which grant 
rights to specified groups of users 
must be defined. For instance, 
users who can dawnload and print 
out journals at their own work 
stations should not have to be 
concerned about questions of 
copyright because their institution 
has Licensed the right for them to 
access and print out ES journals. 

Since EES yields an informa- 
tion product to institutions, the 
license format, which is proposed 
in a majority of cases, is a site 
license governing the authorized 
user g~oup recognized by the insti- 
tution. Developing a site license 
necessitates knowlng enough 
about the clients to determine 
which ES journals they subscribe 
to and how large the authorized 
user group would be. Often, Insti- 
tutions and businesses don't know 
exactly how many Elsevier 
subsc~fptions arrive each month at 
their various research 
departments, libraries, and region- 
al offices. A subscription may be in 
the name of an individual or a 
division not immediately recogniz- 

EES New York team (I-r): Roland Dietz, Jaco Zijlsua, Kimberly Jagh, 
Damn Marsh, Jacques van B~ssel, Alexandra Jankovich 

able as part of the larger institu- 
tion. The need for this information 
has been the impetus for another 
Elsevier group-wide project called 
the Sales Information System or 
SIS (See article in ESW's October 
1995 issue). "I think we have really 
been the ones to put the heat on 
the development of SIS," observes 
EES financial manager Jacques van 
Brussel. 

Irrespective of where the ES 
journals are published, 51s 
enables the user to determine the 
exact number of jaurnal subscrip- 
tions a customer receives. "A uni- 
versity may have campuses ail over 
the state," explains Dietz, '"ad on 
each of those campuses several 
libraries, institutes, and even indi- 
viduals may be subscrlMng to 
Elsevier journals. S1S will allow U$ 
to pull all that Information topth- 
er In one client profile, and with 
that information in hand, It is 
much easier to approach a univer- 
sity or corporation to mgotiate e 
site license. Without S1S it's 
impossible." 

Two kinds of EES licenses are 
offered depending on the s b  and 
needs of the institution. An unlim- 
ited license allows all members of 
the authoflzed user group unlimit- 
ed access to electronic joumais. A 

limited license is based on per 
transaction fees added to a basic 
rate. Smaller institutions may pre- 
fer a limited license to keep 
upfront costs low while still having 
access to a larger set of journals. 
Both customers as well as publish- 
ers are concerned about some neg- 
ative characteristics of the paper 
subscriptions business. Therefore, 
the construction of new license 
formats requires creative efforts to 
be successful. "The challenge is to 
design a licensing system that will 
be beneficial to both publisher and 
user," says Dietz. 

One of the crucial components 
of licensing is that the customers 
find ways to monitor who is using 
the information and ensure that 
the conditions of the license are 
being met. An atmosphere of trust 
and cooperation Is the only way to 
s~wssfully launch the digital 
information society of the future. 

EES participants are encour- 
aged to discuss the key issues of 
the implementation of cRgirPI1 
libraries amongst themselves. 
"Knowld~e transfer within h 
patticipants group is important," 
says Alexandra Ianbvich, El% 
market development manager. 'We 
will organize forums for users in 
which participating organizations 



can share information and 

The European branch of the 
EES organization. staffed by Chris 
Kluiters and Mark Hietink, envis- 
age that a variety of carefully 
selected institutional clients will 
subscribe to EES following the 
example set by innovator and 
trendsetter, the Catholic University 
of Brabant (KUB) in The 
Netherlands. Their electronic 
library experience is documented 
In a book called Developing the 
Ltbrary of the Future. British Telecom 
has already signed up with EES, 
, a d  other European clients expect- 
ed to participate are the European 
Patent Office, the Royal Library in 
the Hague, and the London School 

Together with The Netherlands, 
@e United Kingdom is leading 
electronic library developments in 
Europe. Experience has shown 
hat in these markets, client opera- 
@ns have to be developed step- 
by-srep, gradually phasing towards 
a situation where adequate experi- 
ence and technical infrastructure 
k m e  available to facilitate EES 
hpkmentation. In this respect, 
CSPCAS (SGML-coded 
bibliographic information of 
&vier journal articles) has 

n to be a pertinent develop- 

Japan where EES activities 
ndled by a team consisting 

of Ryoji Fukada, Shunji Onada, and 
Masa Osanai, the EES 
organization's first CAPCAS proiect 
was introduced with the University 
of Tokyo in June 1994. Also, other 
Japanese institutions such as NAC- 
SIS and the NARA Institute of 
Technology have expressed inter- 
est in EES. 

In the United States, where 
EES is based, Xerox Corporation 
signed up last year and is now 
renewing for their second year of 
Electronic Subscriptions. New 
agreements have been reached 
with the University of Toronto and 
the University of Michigan. As well 
license negotiations are due to 
conclude soon with several other 
customers such as Iowa State 
University and Los Alamos 
National Laboratory. 

Implementing an EES system 
just starts with agreeing to a 
license and price! A commitment, 
on the part of the customer, to 
attend to infrastructure enhance- 
ments where necessary (hardware, 
printers, etc.) as well as training, 
promotion, and support for end- 
users is needed to fully implement 
a successful desktop delivery sys- 
tem for electronic journal informa- 
tion, EES allows institutions to 
build an electronic data service for 
end-users. From experience the 
EES organization knows this will 
only succeed with an adequate 
mass of scientific iournals 

subscribed to electronically. 
Packages are available from third- 
party software providers, such as 
WLC, that readily interface with 
EES, but many clients choose to 
design and build networks out of 
their existing systems. 

The technology of EES is 
based on open architecture, a form 
which provides adaptation and 
implementation in any operating 
environment. "One message we 
heard laud and clear at the most 
recent American Library 
Association meeting is that open 
architecture is very important," 
observes Jankovich, "because uni- 
versities and firms want to 
integrate out electronic journals 
with their own existing electronic 
document systems." Adhering to 
standards for storage, 
transmission retrieval, and data 
representation is important in 
enabling the customer to have a 
flexible system. 

"We encourage participants to 
start with journals in one or two 
disciplines where researchers are 
already highly computer literate so 
that they can concentrate thefr ini- 
tial efforts on training a small 
group with a high probability of 
success," indicates Dietz. 
"Promotion, training, and contin- 
ued user support are necessary to 
ensure that electronic delivery will 
be more than just a passin# fad." 

The discussion of EES impla 
mentation sometimes triggers new 
dialogue with customers regarding 
capabilities and new skills. "When 
we visit prospective clients we 
always try to meet collectively with 
library managers, IT department 
personnel, and researchers or end- 
users," says Jankovich. "Often we 
find that these three groups have 
not regularly sat down and talked 
before about how tu handle digital 
distribution, so our presence has a 
beneficial effect. Sometimes they 
find they need organizational 
changes and refined internal com- 
munication for the project to suc- 
ceed." 

"Another key success faaor is 
an institution's commitment to 
promotion and training at the 
launch of EES," remarks Jankovich. 
'TULIP taught us how impoltant 

A noteworthy Consequence of th 
intensive EYclient relationship 
developed as a result of EES 
actidties. Elsevier Sdsnce has 
emhrked on a new cboperative 
venture with the Catholic 

organlza$ion almed at offering 

awareness and training activities 
are." TULIP illustrated the need for 
a real commitment of time and 
funds to promote and train people 
for digital delivery services, and to 
continue following up on user 
queries. EES also helps librarians 
redefine their roles in an electronic 
or combination electronic/paper 
library environment by creating the 
need to work closely with the IT 
department and in training end- 
users. 

Jankovich points out that 
clients need to see EES in 
perspective with all other Elsevier 
initiatives in interactive electronic 
journal delivery. EES is an open 
architecture, "horizontal" delivery 
system for all of the 1200 Elsevier 
Science journals. At the same 
time, Elsevier is working on several 
"vertical" projects like Immunology 
Today Online (ITO) and GENE- 
COMBIS which allow users to click 
on hypertext references and auto. 
matically jump to the reference 
they want (See ESW's july 1995 
issue). [TO, which depends on a 
specific operating system and is 
not open architecture, allows users 
much higher functionality than 
EES can hope for at the moment. 

Dietz concludes, "we need to 
work on both approaches at the 
same time to shape the future of 
interactivity and bring in the next 
generation of truly accessible high 
functionality products." 
Candid6 Herpcd 
Klmberly lagh, ESI 



1 product f lash 

Nuclear Physics Electronic ALERTING ECONOMICS 

The NPE team (I+): Cad khwam Jan Yisser. Getty B~ens ,  and David 
Greaves. Missing: Hany de Bmuwer 

T WO of the most important scientific journals in the field of nuclear 
physics, Elsevier Science's Nuclear Physics A and Nuclear Physics 

B, (the latter dealing with particle physics), have increased their value 
with their service called NUCLEAR PHYSICS Electronic (NPE). 

The development of NPE started in 1992 and two years later the sys- 
tem was launched. Since then, a significant part of the two Nuclear 
Physics journals (together with the Nuclear Physics B Proceedings 
Supplement) can be accessed on the World-Wide Web (http://www.nuc- 
phys.nl) or via the Elsevier Homepage (http://www.elsevier.nI). NPE is not 
meant as an electronic journal but as an electronic enhancement of the 
printed version. The user, who must have a network address linked to a 
subscription to the journals, can browse, search and retrieve full-text 

"I n our Economics group we find the visibility of the individual arti- 
cles we publish very important. Ideally our articles should be visi- 

ble to the entire economics community. That's what authors want," 
explains publishing editor Erik van Aert. A substantial contribution to this 
visibility is made by two electronic services on the Internet. ECONbase 
and Contents Alert Economics, that were started in luly 1994 by the 
Economics Department. These services, which are managed by van Aert. 
currently provide information on 33 North-Holland economics journals. 
Expansion to include even more economics journals as well as the presti- 
gious Handbooks in Economics series is planned. 

ECONbase is a database on the Internet. It has two sections; the pub- 
lic section which contains tables of content of published and forthcoming 
articles and the subscribers' section including abstracts and search facili- 
ties. ECONbase is built on the two main strengths of the economics pro- 
gramme; lournals and Handbooks. All articles on the system were 
published after 1 lanuary 1994 and about 2000 articles are added annually. 
"It is obvious that the more ECONbase expands, the more valuable it will 
become," states van Aert. "Most economists aren't yet ready for it. 
However, that time will come." 

Contents Alert Economics is a free e-mail service. It alerts 
subscribers to forthcoming North-Holland articles and includes article 
titles, authors' names and affiliations, keywords, and bibliographic infor- 
mation. "The economic community on the whole is not very computer-lit- 
erate, but e-mail is widely used." remarks van Aert. "Promotion of this 
electronic service through e-mail started in April 1995 and proved to be 
very successful." The number of subscribers to Contents Alerts 
Economics steadily increased from 400 in January 1995 to over 3300 in 
October 1995. 

Further information about ECONbase or Contents Alert Economics 
can be obtained by sending an e-mail to econbase-e@elsevier.nl. with the 
word 'help' typed in the subject line, or contact Erik van AertIESBV at +31 
20 485-2682. 
Michiel Nilenhuis 



Tetrahedron Alert 
rom December, individual chemists will have access to Tetrehedron 
Alert - a service providing graphical abstracts for the five print jour- 

journals have included patent nals which form Tetrahedron Publications. These five journals are 
patents. These sections were Tetrahedron, Tetrahedron Asymmetry, Tetrahedron Letten. Biobrganic C Medicinal 

atentaALERT service was developed. "We these graphicai abstracts combine text information in Hypertext Mark Up 
er. The technology was Language (HTML) and graphical chemistry structures as Graphic 

Interchange Format (CIF) images. A Portable Document Format (PDF) file 

the individual iournals; abstracts can be rately of the text. However, the real design challenge is to offer searching 
or electronic format. Currently, the 
es this information for 17 ES journals, 

we have developed this whole 
the ES company strategy." 

l& enhancement for our journals, and W are 

across titles as mll a within each one. With Yetrahadron A m w e  
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The Check 'S in The Mail -: 

humorous transaction to ES World's attention. W 

10. Management has decided to start 50 new journals! 
9. Allthe new journals will start in July of next year. 
8. All the new journals will be in chemistry. 
7. All the new journals will be in CD-ROM format. 
6. Just announced in the Marcia Tuttle's Newsletter on Serials Pricing 

Iaues: All future library funding for chemical literature will be 
restricted to print and onlfne access. 

4. You have no publications in biatechnology. 
3. You have no contacts in biitechnology. 
2. Management tries to sell out to Reed-Elsevier. 
1. Reed-Elsevier deal faHs through, management sells to Disney. 

Ccpyright 1994 by Charles Gemain and Barbara M e p m  and usad with permidon. Reprinted with 
permission from "Scholarly PuMiJhing T h y "  Volume 4, Number 1, 1995. 
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David Bowie 

elsevier's expats 

When Donna Gordon first stepped onto 

Dutch soil, she knew it was where she 

was supposed to be. Eighteen years 

later, this expat still feels right at home 

in Amsterdam and at Elsevier Science 

where she is a secretary in the Physics 

and Materials Science Department 

"I packed my bags and iob with the San Francisco 
came to Holland, telephone company, gave up her 
and when I first house, and travelled to Europe. 

stepped onto Dutch soil I thought, Once in The Netherlands 
'This is where I'm supposed to be, 1 Donna was invited to stay on with 
iust knew it." a Dutch friend. So she returned to 

That was 18 years ago and 
Donna Gordon, secretary in the 
Physics and Materials Science 
Department, still feels right at 
home. In fact, she recently received 
recognition for her ten years of ser- 
vice to the company and personi- 
fies the international outlook 
shared by Elsevier's employees 
around the world. 

Her smart appearance and 
friendly manner are her outward 
trademarks. While discussing her 
upbringing, interests, and work, 
Donna's enthusiasm, commitment. 
and strength of mind emerged as 
personal qualities that have 
helped her adapt and prosper in a 
strange land. 

As she gazed from her fourth 
floor office at Elsevier Science 
overlooking the Amsterdam 
skyline, Donna reflected on her 
arrival here in The Netherlands as 
an adventurous twenty-four year 
old. "I wanted to travel." explains 
Donna. "If I decide to do 
something, I always do it - and it's 
always everything or nothing at 
all." True to her character, Donna 
took a leave of absence from her 

the United States to arrange her 
affairs and on 23 December 1979, 
she returned here for good. Later 
on she made a big decision to stay 
in The Netherlands and became a 
Dutch citizen in 1981. 

Growing up in a San Francisco 
neighbourhood in the 60s and 70s, 
Donna soon developed a strong 
sense of identity, nurtured by her 
mother. From her father she gained 
a love of music and an upright 
piano. She learned to play the 
piano by ear until the day her 
mother decided to sell it. "So I 
said, 'Well, you're going to have to 
buy me a drum set, then."' At that 
time, girls weren't supposed to 
play drums, but Donna learned 
anyway and went on to play in her 
high school's marching band, play 
timpani at recitals, and eventually 
could tune her drums by ear. 

On the iob front, Donna's 
mother encouraged her to take 
secretarial courses. "She was right, 
absolutely right, because if I hadn't 
had those skills, I wouldn't have 
been able to get this kind of a job." 
She took to typing and shorthand 
with ease and was considering a 
career as a court reporter when her 

ESW December 

Donna Gordon, Elsevierf 70-year veteran secretary. points to a poster 
of David Bowie in her Amsterdam office. A big fan of the "Thin White 
Duken during the 80% she recalls the day she met the star in person 
before a concert at the Paradiso (a famous concert venue in 
Amsterdam) long enough to get his autograph 

travel urge intervened. 
As a newly arrived foreigner 

Donna applied for a job with 
Elsevier Science, but to no avail. 
Years later and armed with her new 
citizenship, Donna applied again 
for secretarial work. "I came here to 
work for a secretary who was i l l  for 
two days," she says with a laugh, 
"and I've been here ten years now." 
Donna worked in the then 
Biomedical Division, presently 
called Life Sciences. For the last 
seven years she has been working 
as a secretary for the publishing 
editor and the marketing manager 
in the Physics and Materials 
Science Department. As well as her 
general office duties, she is part of 
a team which is setting up a new 
scientific journal on the electronic 
network. 

Support from her colleagues 
has been a big factor in helping 
Donna to adapt to the recent rapid 
pace of structural change within 
Elsevier Science. "l've always had a 
strong opinion of how I want to do 
things," says Donna, "and I always 
wanted to do it myself ... but that's 
not what it's about, you have to 
ask questions. I f  you don't do that, 
you end up doing more work in the 
end." 

Flexibility is another key to 
Donna's long service: otherwise. 
"with age and experience you have 
a tendency to hold onto things, 
you get stuck in your ways." 
Understanding is also vital; "now I 
try to put myself in the other per- 
son's position, and it makes life a 
lot easier once you can accept 
that." Happy in her work, Donna 
now looks to her developing inter- 
est in psychology to enrich her 
professional life. 

Fully integrated into Dutch life. 
Donna speaks the language fluent- 
ly and is presently improving her 
writing ability. She finds the Dutch 
reputation for tolerance well- 
founded; "l've never been person- 
ally offended and never been dis- 
criminated against." For the record, 
Donna's pet Dutch peeves are the 
housing shortage, the bureaucracy. 
and what is to her mind an exces- 
sively lenient welfare system. 

Summing up her career with 
Elsevier Science, Donna says, "l've 
always enjoyed working here ... the 
most important thing is the people 
you work with. You have to make 
your job what you want it to be." 
For Donna, that has obviously 
worked well. W 
Peter Frlend 
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Peter F. Bakker and Helmut New York 
Hummelbrunner have been 

Dalterio as acquisitions editor to the 
Physical Sciences Acquisitions 

an lnternet administrator in the 
Information Technology Department, 

Amsterdam 

up the LEXIS-NEXIS Project 

and Sales Department; and E5 
l 

l World's most humorous contributor 

. de Jong Amsterdam 
Engineering division. Lemmers Amsterdam 

n reporting to Martin Tanke, .A Manten-Werker Amsterdam 

Lardee as IT specialist in the ESSA Lau~anne 
tion Technology Department, Dimitrios Noukakis joined the Yost who has left the company. 
iaa Neutelings as company in November as junior pub- 

lishing editor. Laura J. Antoniades ESL UK has been appointed promotion man- 
l 

Welcome Michael Cotter and 

if possible, Tim Devenport will 

n Karel Leeflang will take over 
managing director sf Elsevier 

as manager responsible for Desk- 
editing, Production, Typesetting, and 

been promoted to senior publishing Senior Anne Kenyan in 

The Lancet 
administration assistant filling the 

CAP and the Electronic 
EM. Qverdevest Amsterdam 
.C. Ewaay Amsterdam 




